
 

 

 

 

Evaluation of the Survey - Campus Life @ unili 
Total participants: 148 

Period of Participation: April 30th, 2018 (17:50) – May 11th, 2018 (12:00) 
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Does the university have the necessary infrastructure for an active campus life? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 hell yeah! 29.73% 44 

2 i don't care 14.19% 21 

3 hell no! 56.08% 83 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Are there enough rooms for students to relax, study,...? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 sure! 23.65% 35 

2 i don't care 5.41% 8 

3 not at all! 70.95% 105 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Are you satisfied with the offer in the library? What can be improved? (multiple answers 

possible) 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

5 other 13.08% 28 

3 more digital sources 28.50% 61 

2 more books 25.70% 55 

1 longer opening hours 22.90% 49 

4 i don't use the library 9.81% 21 

 Summe 100% 214 

 

 

other 

more tables/ seats, better chances to work alone and not get distracted by others 

more seatings 

more tables 

having to use the baskets isn't too convenient, especially since the lockers are placed before leaving through the 
security gate 
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sometimes more tables to write and relaxe 

Good 

more about design, art in general, and definietelly more about architecture theorie - there is no possibility to 
wander through many books of photography, design, art and to get inspired of them! 

satisfied :) 

An online catalogue that's not only in German 

satisfied 

totally satisfied. but the library is usually too packed. therefore not enough space for a lot of students :( 

the personals do not care about speaking quite. i asked them several times that im studying here and they really 
didnot care and behave not really good, especially the employees not students working there 

better access to papers and search databases 

more space 

it's ok 

library is perfect. maybe a bit low capacity 

More space needed 

The library's size is extremely small. IF you would like to read something and relax or study would bequite 
challenging! 

more tables 

more space 

Zugang mit Studentenausweis ( RFID Sensor an den Aussentüren -&gt; Kontrolle wer ein und ausgeht - kein Argus 
notwendig) 

I'm satisfied. 

more workspace 

The stuff in the library doesn't care about the noise they are making 

more access for springer link 

More tables and books 

I think the library is alright. 

More seat, bigger place 
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Are you satisfied with the Cafeteria? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 we love Erika 63.51% 94 

2 i don't care 19.59% 29 

3 eww! 16.89% 25 

 Summe 100% 148 
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What can be improved in the Cafeteria? (multiple answers possible) 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 longer opening hours 31.62% 86 

2 wider offerings 16.91% 46 

3 nothing, we love Erika! 6.25% 17 

4 better quality food 18.75% 51 

6 pricing 22.06% 60 

5 others 4.41% 12 

 Summe 100% 272 

 

 

others 

more vegetarian menus 

I always have trouble with my stomac after the food there. I have no Idea what they do. Anyway I love veggies, 
but the way the cook them, all veggies taste the same. there are not many options for vegetarians who want to 
eat healthy / get inspired by hiltl or tibits 
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saturday uni some offers, longer opening hours of coffee machine (2.50 but really good coffee) 

Erika is amazing but products, prices, and opening hours could be improved. 

Snacks/sandwiches could be improved 

the weekly dish should be vegetarian (no fish involved) 

Friday ... No fish .... Vegetarian 

More healthy food, realistic prices (tbh we all go to austria for shopping so don't bullshit your own students) 

more vegan options :) 

You MUST expand the luch hours! Servin luch untill 13:30 is not eno7ght. There are cultures from all around the 
world and in some of them, luch time is not around the noon. 

More vegetarian food 

opens at 8.15 a.m. 
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Do you attend events that take place at the university? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 Always! I like all of them. 10.81% 16 

2 maybe, if i have time... 72.97% 108 

3 Events? Haven't heard about any. 16.22% 24 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Are you satisfied with the current events? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 love em' 22.97% 34 

2 i don't care 38.51% 57 

3 no, there is not enough or the wrong offer 38.51% 57 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Would you like to have a closer exchange with students from the Bachelor and Master 

studies or from other Institutes? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 That would be great! 35.81% 53 

2 There could be more interaction 35.81% 53 

3 I am satisfied with the offer 20.27% 30 

4 Hm.. no. I know enough people 8.11% 12 

 Summe 100% 148 
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How satisfied are you with the current opportunities on the uni.li campus (infrastructure, 

events, ...)? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 Fully satisfied 2.03% 3 

2 satisfied 26.35% 39 

3 neutral 50.00% 74 

4 unsatisfied 21.62% 32 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Does the curriculum offer space for extracurricular engagement? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 sure, i have almost too much free time 4.05% 6 

2 it is balanced, hence i am involved in the university in my free time 25.68% 38 

3 there would be time but i am not interested in extracurricular engagement 17.57% 26 

4 not at all, workload is too high 52.70% 78 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Would you be interested in extracurricular courses, seminars or workshops  (e.g. project 

management, visualization, bookbinding etc.) which are initiated by other students or 

yourself? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 Would be cool, but there is no time 43.24% 64 

2 Why not as Cross Faculty Elective? 47.97% 71 

3 not interested 8.78% 13 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Would you like to organize (if possible) such seminars, courses or workshops yourself? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 sure, would love that! 18.92% 28 

2 i don't know...maybe 50.68% 75 

3 no, never 30.41% 45 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Would you be interested in additional study trips (company visits, 

cities/constructions,...)? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 yes! yes! yes! 75.68% 112 

2 well, uhmm....no idea 17.57% 26 

3 not at all 6.76% 10 

 Summe 100% 148 
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What do you think campus life should look like, what can be improved? (answer 

voluntary) 

What do you think campus life should look like, what can be improved? (answer voluntary) 

more motivation for participating in events - more and sooner information 

more seating areas, especially outside; free fruits (perhaps once a week); better heating in the winter 

More time balance between life and work, additional architectural journeys 

better meetingpoints for stressed students to hang out during workload like bar or somthing.. 

Earlier opening of Red Cube 

Bring the bus station pleeeeeease closer to university. There is no reason why it is down there. 

More opportunities to buy food (even at night), maybe an ATM 

we have no big cities arround us öike other universities - we need more studentlife 

Networking to other universities 

Being honest, there is something like a parallel society existing among the different faculties/departments. At all, 
the missing life at the Uni that includes any parts or rather groups of it, should be something to pursue. Of course, 
the best way to do so is via events. Right in this context the next problem of the mismatching semester schedules 
comes up. This is a concrete aspect that could be brought in coherence. Furthermore, the school-like life 
(especially regarding the times actually housing life) would be something to be improved by offerings that makes 
the time at the Uni more valuable. That’s also why I chose the option of unsatisfactory “relaxing rooms” etc. 
earlier on. 

the university is a place for concentrated work -- which is not always possible because of to much noise or bad air/ 
too hot in summer! - if people want to chat and drink, do that in the dorm or at a club for such places - otherwise 
beerbottles and dirt remains in the studio. that sucks. its always the same people who have to clean up 
afterwards 

reduce costs for printing 

enough space for students to study, more transparency (organizational) 

It would be nice to have a campus life, right now - I have the feeling this does not really exist. So for instance a 
coffee place, which is open all day long would invite people to meet. Furthermore, it would be nice to have a 
place which is located outside, especially now when spring start. More eating possibility would be nice. To sum it 
up, I think more places which are designed differently but all invite people to hang out and communicate would 
establish a campus life. 

more extracurricular courses to learn for example arcitecture programms,... 

the students should search contact to the country that hosts them. they live on their own and are ungrateful 

More people have to join 

Needs an overhaul of the Spinnerai 

On other university campus, gthere is at least one party every week or month. In my opinion the university of 
Liechtenstein is seriously lacking this so called "campus life". it just doesnt feel like going to a university, without 
as many parties as at other universities. I also think that this is due to the fact that most bachelor (and some 
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master) students live in Austria. Because of that, most of them are unwilling to attend activities or events at the 
university, because they are too lazy to drive here. It's such a pain in the ass, how unsocial some of these people 
are. I guess it would be nice to have more social events (such as parties or BBQs) at the university, but this only 
works if the students themselves are willing to make these happen. The general problem relies on the 
administration and the participants obviously. But if you are a lazy fuck, who is unwilling to attend any of these 
events, then I guess not even the ULSV is able to "improve" our so called Campus life :) 

for instance instead of current cross faculties we could have some sport hours like playing tennis, swimming pool, 
whatever. or playing instruments. something more practical. like different programs needed for different majors 

More lounge space, exchange points (pls. indoor, heated & cosy) 

probably i'm just blind but never saw any information about e.g. a beer pong challenge which suddenly took place 

First of all we are following a problem I have read about in Germany, which is over stuffing material into the 
courses with the same structure. Sadly, many interesting courses turn out finally to a learn by heart (copy-paste) 
competition. Result, students are stressed, teachers are stressed finally a negative experience. In regards, to the 
campus life, the school needs a lot. First of all think of the issue/challenge the university is facing. Firstly, 
understand the environment, students are coming from Vorarlberg and the rest between Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein. So, say you throw a uni party how will these students get back home without driving (knowing how 
poor the connections are) so maybe a uni_hostel would be a good idea, make some money make some student 
jobs and create some vibe! The library is too small, the mensa is small as well. No proper hang-out place with 
facilitates. That space in front /up the hill what is it doing there empty? Use it. We have such talented architects 
let them design something that won't hurt the view and the environment. Where are the student clubs? movie 
club, sports club, dancing club...etc. Not to forget the first point of over-stuffing the curriculum, believe me many 
students are not happy, it's just suffering which on the long-run would have a very negative reputation for the 
university. 

Mehr/Bessere Event, damit auch die Pendler mal dableiben und auf einem Event mehr als max. 20 Leute 
auftauchen. + Bessere Werbung für die Events, das Plakate aufhängen und bisschen Werbung in Facebook geht an 
mind. 50% der Studenten komplett vorbei! 

There is no campus life. 

Try to impress every student by offering different kind of activities. 

Fitness area 

Beer at the vending machines for a single chf, and people will start to come 

More useful or more interesting corps faculties such as photo shop or indesign courses 

more diversity 

We need a Bar, which is opne the whole day ;-) or a room to hang out and relax 

Red cube should be open more often. Toast isch beschte! 

Firt of all, the the workload is very high. Many stdunts are strugling with studies tasks and dont have enought time 
for other activities. I think that is the biggest problem. It isobvious that the Spinerrai does its best to imrove the 
campus life, but unfortunatelly,  it is not enought. So, a slight decrease of the workload folled by more daily 
events such as barbicues, poker nights and so on would be a favourable campus life. 

I am quite happy with how campus life looks like at the moment. 

More seat 

Red Cubes opens over lunch 
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Do you think that the university communicates well? Do you know when something is 

going on? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 yes I am very well informed 29.73% 44 

2 I try to keep myself updated 59.46% 88 

3 I have absolutely no idea what is going on 10.81% 16 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Would you be interested in a newsletter concerning campus topics? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 that would give a good overview 50.68% 75 

2 hm... don't know 31.08% 46 

3 please... just stop sending mails. 18.24% 27 

 Summe 100% 148 
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Choose your gender 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 male 46.62% 69 

2 female 52.70% 78 

3 other 0.68% 1 

 Summe 100% 148 
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How old are you? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

1 under 18 0.00% 0 

2 18 - 24 70.27% 104 

3 25 - 34 27.70% 41 

4 35 or wiser 2.03% 3 

 Summe 100% 148 
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In which program are you in? 

 

 

# Antwort % Zähler 

5 MSc Information Systems 13.51% 20 

4 MSc Finance 6.08% 9 

3 MSc Entrepreneurship 3.38% 5 

6 MSc Architecture 12.16% 18 

1 BSc Business Administration 29.73% 44 

2 BSc Architecture 35.14% 52 

 Summe 100% 148 

 


